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Summary 

When natural gas passes a throttling valve, dropwise condensation can occur. In order 
to guarantee the quality of the gas, the condensable components have to be separated. 
However, the physics of the process of formation of the dropiets is not very well known 
and experimental data is lacking. 

The first step in the formation of dropiets in the absence of foreign particles is homoge
neaus nucleation. The nucleation rate appears to be extremely dependent on the state of 
supersaturation. This extreme dependenee forms the basis of the experimental nucleation 
pulse method. In this method, the natural gas is brought into a state of high supersat
uration, causing significant homogeneaus nucleation. After this short nucleation period 
(pulse) the supersaturation is slightly reduced, preventing further nucleation, but allowing 
for droplet growth. 

The pulse method is implemented in a so-called pulse-expansion wave tube. The nucle
ation rates and droplet growth rates can be optically measured by means of light scattering 
and extinction. Even for the multi-component natural gas, it is proved to be very well pos
sibie to measure quantitative nucleation and droplet growth rates. 

We investigated the condensation behaviour of Groningen Natural Gas (GNG). Three 
different types of cylinders containing GNG are compared. With the Scott Specialty Gases 
cylinder, higher nucleation rates are obtained than in case of AGA Aluminium and AGA 
Standaard Staal. The droplet growth rates appeared to decrease with increasing conden
sation temperature. 

In the group Gasdynamics, natural gas models such as n-octane/methane and n
nonane/methane are also studied. When the experimental nucleation rates of GNG are 
plotted in a p - T diagram, together with theoretica! results for the binary model systems 
used, it is observed that the latter do indeed show similar nucleation behaviour. Since their 
nucleation behaviour can be stuclied more quantitatively, these model systems are shown 
to be very valuable for condensation studies of natural gas. 

To get a meaningful interpretation of the nucleation behaviour of these mixtures, a gas 
chromatograph ( GC) is used to determine their composition. We used two methods to 
calibrate the GC for high pressure use. The vapour pressure method concerns preparation 
of a mixture containing nonarre and methane. Due to severe wall adsorption, this method 
has not been successful. In the other calibration method, two cylinders containing certified 
calibration gases are analysed. A linear calibration curve was obtained. 
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Chapter 1 

lntrod netion 

1.1 Droplet formation in natural gas 

One of the most important energy resources and export productsof The Netherlands during 
the last few decades is natura! gas. Every year, 50-100 hiliion m 3 of natura! gas is produced 
and either used nationally or transported abroad. It is clear that in the production and 
transport of such a high pressure gas mixture, numerous interesting physical phenomena 
are involved. 

N atural gas is a very complicated mixture of a large number of chemica! components. A 
natura! gas sample analysed by Kuijk et al. [1] contained metharre with a molar fraction of 
0.8131, nitrogen (0.1425), carbon dioxide (0.0097) and 29 heavier hydrocarbons with molar 
fractions exceeding 10-7

. Because of the preserree of many thermodynamically interading 
components, the phase boundary is strongly curved, see the p - T diagram of figure 1.1. 
Outside the phase boundary there is only one phase. lnside the phase envelope gas and 
liquid coexist with a state dependent gas-liquid molar ratio. This so-called retrograde 
condensation behaviour of natura! gas is utilised in gas industry to separate part of the 
condensable heavy components. 
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Figure 1.1: Phase boundary and Wilson points for two different natura} gas samples, taken from 
Muitjens et al. {2}. 

When natura! gas at a certain temperature and pressure passes a throttling valve, 
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thereby undergoing an isenthalpic expansion from state A to state B in figure 1.1, dropwise 
condensátion can occurs. Droplets leaving the throttling valve appear to be very small with 
diameters in the submicron range. 

In order to guarantee the calorie value and the quality of the natmal gas, these con
densable components have to be separated. In practice, the dropiets are separated from 
the dry natural gas by means of a knock-out barrel, a mass-slowness separator, filters or 
cyclones. However, the physics of the process of formation of the dropiets is not very well 
known and reliable experimental data on droplet formation in natural gas is lacking. This 
is also clearly illustrated by fig 1.1: Muitjens et al. [2) measured the onset state of conden
sation by isentropically expanding two different natura! gas samples, as a function of the 
initial pressure. (The onset points in fig 1.1 are called Wilson points, after the inventor 
of the applied experiment al technique [3).) Two different gas samples yield different onset 
curves, although there is no straightforward explanation for this observation. 

1.2 Nucleation and condensation 

1.2.1 Homogeneons nucleation 

Homogeneaus condensation is the vapour to liquid phase transition in the absence of foreign 
particles. Homogeneaus nucleation is the formation of stabie nuclei. It is the first stage of 
homogeneaus condensation, followed by droplet growth. 

Consicier a mixture of an inert gas and a vapour with total pressure p, temperature 
T and partial vapour pressure p1 . Nucleation and dropwise condensation, in this case a 
unary process, occur when such a mixture is brought into a state of high supersaturation. 
A suitable non-equilibrium parameter is the saturation ratio S, defined as the ratio of the 
actual molar fraction of the vapour component y1 at a certain state and the equilibrium 
molar fraction of this component at the same temperature and pressure: 

Yt 
S= eq( T). Yt p, 

(1.1) 

The dependenee of y~q on p for an inert carrier gas is determined by the Poynting effect. It 
is relevant for pressures ,2:: 10 bar (for details see Appendix A). Fora low pressure mixture 
of anideal gas and anideal vapour, equation (1.1) reduces to 

(1.2) 

the commonly used expression in the description of low pressure nucleation. 
Let us consider the energy of formation !::l.G of a cluster that can be formed due to 

statistica! fluctuations. This energy of formation consists of two terms: the formation of 
the surface and the formation of the volume of the cluster. 

If the saturation ratio is less than unity, both terms in !::l.G are positive. In that case 
the energy of formation !::l.G of a cluster is a positive monotorrous function of its size (figure 
1.2) and !::l.G tends to a minimum for the smallest cluster size, i.e. single vapour molecules. 

In case of a saturation ratio larger than unity, the formation of a liquid phase is en
ergetically favourable. In the absence of foreign particles, condensation will occur by the 
formation of a droplet out of vapour molecules. The formation of the surface of a cluster 
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has a positive contribution to its Gibbs free energy of formation !lG, while the formation 
of the volume of a droplet has a negative contribution. As aresult the Gibbs free energy 
shows a maximum, the energy harrier, shown in figure 1.2: llG first increases with r, but 
attains a maximum value !lG* at the cri ti cal cluster radius r*, corresponding to the cri ti cal 
cluster size n*. 

AG S<l 

T 

Figure 1.2: Gibbs free energy of formation of a cluster as a function of droplet radius. The 
formation energy has a maximum t:lG* at the critica} cluster radius r* for S > 1. 

The critical cluster is in unstable equilibrium with the vapour. Clusters that are larger 
than the critical cluster will grow further to macroscopie droplets, while clusters smaller 
than the critical size tend to evaparate again. The rate at which clusters succeed in passing 
the energy harrier is the nucleation rate. In case of a multi-component system, !lG is a 
function of the number of molecules of all components present in the cluster, but the 
general idea of the energy harrier remains unchanged. 

1.2.2 Nucleation in binary mixtures 

For a mixture of two vapour components or a mixture of a real gas and a real vapour, the 
homogeneaus condensation is a binary process. Sirree natural gas is a very complex system 
of many components, the binary mixtures n-nonane/methane and n-octane/methane have 
been stuclied as typical natural gas like systems forsome time in the group Gasdynamics. 
These binary mixtures show retrograde phase envelopes very similar to those of natural 
gas; this most probably means that condensation phenomena in these mixtures can also 
be compared to those in natural gas. 

A binary gas mixture consistsof morromers of both components and of (n1 , n 2 ) clusters 
with n 1 molecules of species 1 and n 2 molecules of species 2. The distribution of these 
clusters in 2D size space is, just like in the unary case, governed by a Boltzmann factor: 

(1.3) 

with !lG(n~, n2 ) the Gibbs free energy of formation of an (n~, n2 ) cluster and kB the 
Boltzmann constant. 

In thermadynamie equilibrium !lG is a positive, monotonously increasing function of 
n 1 and n 2 • However, when the mixture is supersaturated, the shape of the !lG surface is 
a saddle (figure 1.3), where the saddle point corresponds to the critical cluster size and 
composition. 

The nucleation rate is the rate at which clusters succeed in passing the neighbourhood 
of the saddle point in ( n~, n 2 ) space. In the classica! binary nucleation theory of Rei ss, 
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AG 

Figure 1.3: The Gibbs free energy of formation of a duster consisting of molecules of component 
1, e.g. n-nonane, and component 2, e.g. methane. The energy offormation of a cluster containing 
only "2" molecules increases monotonously. The other component shows for n2 = 0 the energy 
barrier of a single supersaturated vapour. 

Stauffer and Wilemski [4, 5, 6), the value of ~Gis related to macroscopie thermadynamie 
properties. Looijmans et al. [7) applied this theory to the n-alkane/methane systems that 
are used to model natural gas. A typical result for n-octane/methane is shown in figure 1.4. 
The lines of constant nucleation rate form a set of approximately equally shaped curves. 

1.2.3 The nucleation pulse method 

Apparently, the nucleation rate is extremely dependent on the state of supersaturation 
sirree the different lines in figure 1.4 correspond to nucleation rates that differ four orders 
of magnitude. This extreme dependenee of the nucleation rateon the thermadynamie state 
forms the basis of the experimental nucleation pulse method. 
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Figure 1.4: Lines of constant nucleation rate for n-octanejmethane, according to classica] binary 
nucleation theory. The labels denote the nucleation rate in m-3s-1

. 

In this method, the gas mixture to be stuclied is brought into a state of high super
saturation, causing significant homogeneaus nucleation. After this short nucleation period 
(pulse) the supersaturation is slightly reduced, preventing further nucleation, but allowing 
for droplet growth. During the growth stage, the draplets attain sizes that can be optically 
detected. In the group Gasdynamics, the nucleation pulse methad is implemented in the 
so-called pulse-expansion wave tube. 
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1.3 Scope of the thesis 

Reeall that, in order to model the nucleation behaviour of natural gas, the binary mixtures 
n-octane/methane and n-nonane/methane are studied. Fora meaningful interpretation of 
these experiments, the molar fractions of the heavy component in these mixtures must he 
accurately known, sirree these fractions directly determine the supersaturation, see equa
tion (1.1 ). The highest possible accuracy is thereby required, because of the extreme 
dependenee of the nucleation rateon S (figure 1.4). In order to measure these fractions, a 
gas chromatograph is used, in combination with a gas sampling method specially designed 
for high pressure use. Part of the work described in this thesis involved the calibration of 
this gas chromatographic set-up, and is described in chapter 2. 

The classical nucleation theory, starting from basic thermodynamics, is presented in 
chapter 3. The Gibbs free energy D.G will he defined and the critical cluster size will he 
determined. 

In chapter 4 the experimental set-up is described in detail, tagether with the whole 
procedure of natural gas condensation measurements. These experiments constitute the 
other, and most important part of this work. The results are discussed in chapter 5, 
foliowed by the conclusions in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 

Gas chromatography 

2.1 Introd uction 

In this chapter, the analysis method that is used for determining the composition of the 
binary model systems n-nonane/methane and n-octane/methane is described. The method 
is based on gas chromatography. 

Chromatography is an analytica! separation method by which a mixture of substances 
is separated in its constituents. This separation is based on a difference in distribution 
of the components over a stationary and a mobile phase. The mobile phase, which flows 
along the stationary phase, consists of a carrier and the test mixture to be separated. 
The separation is caused by the difference in equilibrium concentration of each component 
between the two phases. This means that the relative velocity (i.e. the velocity relative to 
that of the carrier) differs per component. 

In gas chromatography the mobile phase is a gas, and the components are present in the 
vapour phase. When the stationary phase is situated on the inner side of a glass column, 
one speaks of capillary gas chromatography. This capillary technique is applied in the 
set-up that we use for gas analysis. The design of the set-up is described in more detail in 
an earlierreport by Van den Brink [8). Aftera short recapitulation of the most important 
parts, the emphasis will shift to calibration methods for high pressure use. 

2.2 The gas chromatograph 

2.2.1 Sample preparation 

In :figure 2.1 the experimentalset-up of the GC analysis method is schematically drawn. 
Tobring the gas mixture from the high pressure section (HPS) of the expansion wave tube 
(which can be brought to pressures up to 100 bar) into the GC (which is at 1 bar), pressure 
reduction is required. To avoid the temperature decrease that would occur due to an abrupt 
expansion, this reduction must take place smoothly, to prevent condensation in the sample 
before it reaches the GC. To overcome this effect, a temperature controlled capillary tube 
is directly connected to the expansion wave tube ( see :figure 2.1). The capillary tube is 
made of copper, with a lengthof 2.4 mand a diameter of 0.23 mm. Inside the tube a wire 
of diameter 0.17 mm is situated, which even reduces the effective diameter of the tube. All 
the connections from the capillary tube to the GC are also temperature controlled, in our 
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HPS 

HPS high pressure section 6-V six-way selector valve 

INT integrator (HP 3393A) CT capillarytube 

FID flame ionisation detector CG calibration gas 

GC chromatograph (HP 5890m TB thermostatic bath 

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing ofthe GC set-up, used for determining the composition of binary 
model systems. 

case at 60°C. The gas GC itself consists of three parts: The injection system, the column 
(in which the mixture is separated) and a detector, where the components are analysed. 

2.2.2 Injection system 

Just in front of the column the injection system is mounted. The sample, which has to be 
analysed, is brought into the mobile phase by means of aso-called six-way valve (figure 2.2), 
designed tobring an accurately reproducible amount of gas onto the column. Initially, the 
sample loop is flushed with the sample (a). Then, for a short period of time, the sample 
input is shut off and the loop balances to atmospheric pressure to make sure that the 
molar content of the loop is always the same (b). Finally, by turning the six-way valve, 
the sample is brought directly onto the column (c). By using this injection system, a well 
defined amount of the sample is brought into the mobile phase as a short pulse. 

2.2.3 The column 

Reeall that the relative veloeities of the components in the mobile phase differ, due to the 
difference in adsorption to the stationary phase. This implies that the time the compo
nents stay in the column (retention time) also differs. Hence, after passage through the 
column, the components have been separated. Of course, the retention time decreases with 
increasing magnitude of the carrier gas flow. It also tends to decrease at higher column 
temperatures, since the adsorption equilibrium in that case shifts to the mobile phase. For 
more details see reference [8]. We used a column temperature of 70°C in all cases. 

2.2.4 Detection system 

The end of the column is connected toa detector, by which means the concentration of the 
componentsis measured. We use aso-called Flame Ionisation Detector (FID). lts operation 
is basedon the change of electrical conductivity of a flame, when an organic compound is 
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Figure 2.2: Principle of the injection system: a) The sample loop is flusbed with the sample, 
b) the loop balances to atmospheric pressure, c) the six-way valve is turned and the sample is 
brought directly onto the column. 
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brought into it. In a hydragen flame, only a small amount of ions is present. But when a 
carbon compound is burned in it, part of its C-H honds will produce ions. The ions cause 
a current Id between cathode and anode, which is a measure for the concentration of the 
component in the carrier gas. 

In the ideal case the detector produces a signal that is proportional to the concentration 
of the passing component. The components do nothave unique retention times, but rather 
a small Gaussian distribution over the retention time. The produced current will have the 
same shape. This means that the detection output consists of Gaussian current peaks. 
The area of such a peak is a measure for the con centration of that particular component 
in the sample. 

The FID is a mass sensitive detector. This means that the peak-area depends on 
the mass concentration of the component [9]. Due to the slight differences in structure, 
the n-alkanes have somewhat different sensitivities, but these can be neglected when only 
n-heptane, n-octane and n-nonane are considered. 

2.3 Calibration of the gas chromatograph 

To determine the composition of a test gas, the GC has to be calibrated. This means 
we want to have arelation between peak-area and concentration for a certain component 
in the sample. For this calibration, two methods have been applied: the vapour pressure 
method and a calibration using certified gases. 

2.3.1 The vapour pressure method 

Experimental 

A mixture containing a vapour component (e.g. nonarre) and metharre is prepared. To 
produce such a mixture, we first evacuate the high pressure section (HPS) of the shock 
tube (see figure 2.1 and chapter 4). Then, nonane vapour is let into the HPS up toa certain 
vapour pressure pv, e.g. 100 Pa. Next, metharre is let into the HPS up toa certain total 
pressure Ptot, e.g. 5 bar. Then, the mixing pump is applied for 20 minutes. The nonarre 
fraction is given by 

pv 
yv=-

Ptot 
(2.1) 

In view of the mentioned pressure values the fraction becomes 200 ppm ( = 26 rng/mol). 
Now, a few gas samples are taken with the GC. Next, a higher total pressure is established, 
e.g. 10 bar, and again the mixing pump is applied, after which the mixture is analysed 
with the GC. This is repeated with some other total pressures. 

The whole procedure is repeated with different nonarre vapour pressures. In this way, 
vapour pressures of 48 to 250 Pa are established, with total pressures ranging frorn 5 to 50 
bar. 

Results 

The results obtained with the above method are presented in figure 2.3. From this figure 
it can be seen that the method gives no satisfactory relation between nonarre fraction and 
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Figure 2.3: Results of the vapour pressure method. The straight line is drawn to campare these 
results with the methad using calibration gases. 

peak-area, so it can not be used for a reliable GC calibration. The large scatter in the data 
is most probably due to wall adsorption of nonarre in the shock tube. 

2.3.2 U se of certified gases 

Experimental 

Gas cylinders containing a certified calibration gas (BOC Specialty Gases, Surrey, UK) are 
used. The calibration gases are coupled directly to the pressure-reducing capillary tube. 
In order to prevent any adsorption effects by pressure fluctuations, the gas is continuously 
flushed through the six-way valve. After some time then, there will always be a stabie 
adsorption equilibrium, so the adsorption effect is ruled out. Sirree the calibration gases 
are contained in 50 1 cylinders and the flow is small, typically 8 mlj s, the pressure in front 
of the capillary tube remains essentially constant during calibration. 

Results 

For this calibration we used two different certified gases. Cylinder 1 contains 375.20 ppm 
n-heptane, 272.40 ppm n-octane and 182.60 ppm n-nonane in methane. Cylinder 2 contains 
489.7 ppm n-octane and 90.1 ppm n-nonane in methane. The pressure in both cylinders 
is approximately 10 bar, but this plays no essential role in the calibration. In this way we 
get 5 calibration points, with concentrations taken from the analysis certificate provided. 
These concentrations are accurate to within ± 5 %, according to the manufacturer. In this 
case we do not have to worry about adsorption effects because when a monolayer on the 
cylinder wall is assumed, the uncertainty in the concentrations of the heavy components 
is smaller than 0.5 %. 

The results are presented in figure 2.4. In this figure, the peak-area is plotted for 
every run1 for both cylinders. In figure 2.5, the results are plotted as a function of the 
concentration in mg/mol. Also the kind of alkarre and the cylinder (1 or 2) is indicated. 

1 A run means one gas sampling, foliowed by a GC analysis. 
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Figure 2.4: GC peak areas for two different test gases. A single point corresponds to one executed 
run. Note the excellent reproducibility after typically 10 runs. 

It is clear that four of the measurement values are, within the accuracy, described by a 
straight line. One point (nonane-fraction of cylinder 1) is deviating. It is possible that the 
fraction, as it was stated by the manufacturer, is not right2 • According to the figure, the 
area is too low, which indicates that the certified n-nonane fraction would be too high. An 
analysis based on a conventional gas sampling method [10) has proven that this fraction 
is indeed lower than its certified value. We therefore decide to trust the calibration line 
through the remairring four points and the origin. lf we now plot this line in figure 2.3, 
it is clear that only the data at the lowest vapour pressures are reliable. Wall adsorption 
is thus shown to make the vapour pressure method unfit. This is also important for the 
interpretation of earlier nucleation experiments, where the vapour pressure method was 
directly used to estimate the vapour concentration. 

In the meantime, cylinder 1 has been returned to the manufacturer for re-analysis. 

2 Perhaps it was supersaturated during preparation or transport; this once again illustrates the impar
tanee of condensation phenomena! 
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Figure 2.5: Ca/i bration data for the gas chromatograph. Cylinders containing certified calibration 
gases are used. The straight line is the regression line without the result of CgH2o, 1. This line is 
also drawn in tigure 2.3 for comparison with the vapour pressure method. 
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Chapter 3 

N ucleation theory 

3.1 Introduetion 

The first stage of homogeneaus condensation is the nucleation process, during which stabie 
nuclei of typically tens to hundreds of molecules are formed. 

Several nucleation theories have been developed sirree the twenties of this century. The 
oldest and still most frequently used is the Classica! Nucleation Theory (CNT), based 
on the capillarity approximation: clusters of several molecules are assumed to have the 
thermadynamie properties of macroscopie liquid droplets. Starting from basic thermody
namics, we will derive here a proper framework of treating the energy of formation of a 
classica! droplet. "Classica!" refers to the phenomenological picture, in which the droplet 
is a spherical liquid droplet with a well-defined radius. Many features of the treatment 
here also hold for more sophisticated droplet models, e.g. clusters with a continuously 
decreasing density profile at the surface, or even density fluctuations in direct numerical 
simulations. 

After the calculation of the formation energy, the critical cluster size will be deter
mined. The nucleation rate then follows in a straightforward manner. In the last section of 
this chapter, some essential features of the more recently proposed semi-phenomenological 
approach will be discussed. 

3.2 Definition of formation energy 

Consider a closed container, separated from its surroundings by a piston of zero mass. 
lnitially, only a vapour is present in the container (figure 3.1, state 1). Next, we find the 
system in state 2, where exactly one droplet has formed. The transition takes place at 
constant overall temperature T and at constant pressure p0 of the surroundings. 

We start directly with combining the First and Second Laws of Thermodynamics for 
the transition: 

(3.1) 

where U, V and S are the internal energy, volume and entropy. Si nee pv ( = p0 ) and T are 
constauts of the system, this can be written as 

!::..(U+ pvV- TS) ::; 0, (3.2) 
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vapour 

state 1 state 2 
Figure 3.1: System definition. 

or 
(3.3) 

With the latter expression we have merely defined D..G, which will turn out to be "some
thing like" the Gibbs free energy of formation. According to equation (3.3), G is the 
thermodynamic function that attains its minimum value in equilibrium. 

To specify the change in internal energy, we write down the expressions for the internal 
energy of state 1 and state 2, where the latter comprises the subsystems v, land the surface 
layer s with surface area A: 

Ut -po Vi + TSt + /-lt N (3.4) 

u2 uv+ ut+ us, (3.5) 

where 

uv -pvvv + rsv + f-lv NV (3.6) 
ut -p1V 1 + TS1 + f-l 1 N 1 (3.7) 
us a A + TSs + f-ls Ns. (3.8) 

Substituting these expressions into the definition of G we obtain, using the additivity of 
the (extensive) quantities S, V and N: 

(3.9) 

Chemical potentials f-l1 and f-lv ( = !-lt) are evaluated at pressures p1 in the droplet and 
pv of the surrounding vapour, respectively; a is the surface tension. Because bulk liquid 
and surface are assumed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium, f-l 8 = f-l 1, bulk and surface 
molecules can be taken together in equation (3.9): Nt = N 1 + Ns. lf we define the 
difference in chemical potential between droplet and vapour as b..f-l = f-ll (p1

, T)- f-lv(pv, T), 
and furthermore assume that the formation of clusters does not lead to a change of vapour 
pressure p (i.e. pv = p0 ), then D..G can be written as 

(3.10) 
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3.3 Calculation of the critica! cluster size 

Now, we define the classica! droplet model as spherical, with volume V 1 = ~1rr3 and area 
A= 47rr2

• The maximum in the !1G curve (figure 1.2) is then determined by 

ät1G = O. 
Ör 

(3.11) 

The corresponding value of !1G is denoted as !1G* (section 1.2.1). From (3.10), we have 

ät1G =a dA _ (pz _ pv) dV
1 

_ V 1dp
1 + N 1dp

1 + Nsdfls +A da + !1p dNt. 
Ör dr dr dr dr dr dr dr 

The first two terms on the right hand side become 

a · 81rr - (p1 
- pv) · 47rr2

• 

Combination with the Laplace equation 

shows that these two terms cancel. 
lf we furthermore apply the two Gibbs-Duhem relations: 

- V 1dp1 + N 1dp1 = 0, 

Ada + N 8 dp 8 = 0, 

(the latter is the so-called Gibbs adsorption equation), we arrive at: 

!1p = 0, 

Of 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

This result proves the correctnessof our thermadynamie derivation: indeed, the max
imum value of our G-function corresponds to an equilibrium of the droplet with its sur
roundings, expressed by !1p = 0. From equations (3.10), (3.14) and (3.17) and from simple 
geometrie arguments, it follows that 

!1G* =-
2
a V 1 +a A= ~a A= ±7rar*2 . 
r 3 3 

(3.19) 

In order to proceed, we have to calculate the value of the critical cluster size r*. We 
therefore continue with specifying the chemical potentials of the liquid and vapour phases. 
For the liquid, we have 

(3.20) 

where V~ is the liquid molar volume and p8 is the pure component saturation pressure at 
temperature T. The chemical poten ti al of the vapour phase is 

(3.21) 
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If we assume the liquid to he incompressible, we have 

(3.22) 

We furthermore apply the ideal gas law, pvV~ = RT, so 

(3.23) 

Combining (3.17) and (3.20) - (3.23) results in: 

V~(p1 - ps) = RTlnS, (3.24) 

with S = pv jps. 
Since p1 » pv and p1 » ps, we may replace ps by pv on the left hand side of equation 

(3.24) and obtain 
V~(p1 - pv) = RTlnS. (3.25) 

Again using Laplace's law for the pressure difference, equation (3.14) we arrive at 

* 2uV~ 
r = RTlnS· (3.26) 

It is this value that may he substituted into equation (3.19) to calculate ~G*. Following 
Abraham [11], the equilibrium number density of the critical clusters is 

( -~G*) Pn• = Pno . exp kBT ' (3.27) 

where Pno is the number density of single vapour molecules. According to the classical 
nucleation theory of Volmer, Becker and Döring, the nucleation rate is equal to the rate 
at which the critical nuclei in a unit volume catch one extra vapour molecule. This brings 
their size beyond the critical size and the nucleus will become a stabie droplet. So, if we 

denote the impingement rate1 of vapour molecules on a unit surface by f3 ( = Pno jfif, 
where m is the mass of the cluster), then the nucleation rate in its most primitive form is 

J = p~.f3A*, (3.28) 

where p~. is the equilibrium number density of critical clusters and A*= a0(n*)~, with a0 

the surface area of one molecule. 
Later, Zel'dovich stated that in a statistica! system of growing clusters that leave the 

system as macroscopie droplets, the size distribution is different from its equilibrium value. 
He assumed that in a nucleating mixture the flux of molecules in size space, i.e. the number 
of clusters that succeed in growing from n to n + 1 per unit volume, is independent of n. 
This is called steady state nucleation. On the basis of this assumption Zel'dovich found a 
correction factor Z, and 

J = Zp~.f3A*, (3.29) 

1The impingement rate denotes the number of molecules catched by one cluster per surface area per 
second 
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where Z is the Zel'dovich factor. According to references [12, 13, 14), the final expression 
for the nucleation rate is: 

(3.30) 

where m is the molecular mass of the vapour component and PI is the liquid mass density 
( = m / v1, wi th v1 the molecular volume). 

3.4 A semi-phenomenological theory 

The quality of the predictions of classica! nucleation theory is very much dependent on the 
substance studied: for pure hydrocarbons CNT is not very satisfactory. However, there 
arealso deeper arguments for the development of alternative theoretica! approaches. 

The saddle structure of D..G in a binary system (figure 1.3) is much more complicated 
than in the unary case. This becomes even worse in a multi-dimensional case. Moreover, in 
the classica! nucleation theory, the droplet is assumed to have a discontinuous jump of the 
bulk liquid density to the vapour density, at its surface. Actually, the density of the liquid 
gradually changes from the bulk density in the core ofthe cluster to the vapour/gas density 
in the vapour phase. Therefore, the radius of the interface is not uniquely defined. These 
curvature effects are not taken into account in CNT. This might be corrected by taking 
the macroscopie surface tension to be radius dependent by using the so-called Tolman 
correction [15). An interesting modification was first proposed by Dillmann and Meier [16), 
later modified and improved by Delale and Meier [17) and Kalikmanov and Van Dongen 
[18). 

In their semi-phenomenological effective-medium theory of multicomponent nucleation, 
Kalikmanov and Van Dongen [19) extended the approach mentioned to multicomponent 
nucleation. The main objective of this approach is to propose a theory resulting in quanti
tative predictions of nucleation rates which could be directly compared with experiments. 
To achieve this goal, the problem of nucleation in the original multicomponent system is 
translated into that of an effective unary system. The characteristic parameters of this 
"effective medium" are obtained from experimental observations of the phase behaviour 
of the original real gas mixture. For the binary case, this approach has been tested and 
found to give reasonable results for a variety of substances [20). For details of the semi
phenomenological approach, the reader is referred to the original papers [16)-[20). 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental methods 

4.1 Introduetion 

One of the most powerful techniques to measure nucleation rates in gas mixtures is the 
nucleation pulse method. The principle of this method is the separation of the nucleation 
stage from the droplet growth stage. By applying a proper history of the thermadynamie 
state, the nucleation stage is limited to a very short time interval: the nucleation pulse. 
After this stage, a state of somewhat smaller supersaturation is maintained over a much 
longer time interval. Because the nucleation rate J depends extremely nonlinearly on the 
supersaturation S (figure 4.1 ), no dropiets are formed in this second time interval, but 
the nucleated drops do grow to macroscopie sizes. In this way, detection and counting of 
dropiets is simplified, sirree all dropiets are nearly of the same size. 
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Figure 4.1: Example of arelation between J and S for n-nonane/methane with the total pressure 
as a parameter at T=240K, taken from Looijmans {12}. 

In figure 4.2 the desired supersaturation profile belonging to a nucleation pulse is 
schematically drawn. Initially, the vapour is undersaturated (S < 1). During a short 
time interval !:l.t, a state of cri ti cal supersaturation ( S » 1) prevails, and homogeneons 
nucleation takes place. The time interval !:l.t and the critical supersaturation are chosen 
such, that the number of dropiets formed falls in the range of detection of the appara
tus used. The desired pulse-like profile of S (figure 4.2a) can be realised by means of an 
adiabatic expansion of the test mixture, foliowed by a weak recompression (figure 4.2b ). 

Since, for an adiabatic process, the temperature shows ( qualitatively) the same profile 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic saturation history (a) and accompanying pressure history (b) required to 
produce a nucleation pulse. 

as the pressure, it has also a short period of minimum value. The reason, then, that S 
is peaked simply follows from equation (1.1): the numerator y1 decreases linearly with p, 
whereas the denominator y~q (p, T) is a very non-linear function of T and decreases much 
faster for an isentropic pressure decrease. 

In the next section of this chapter, the experiment al set-up (pulse expansion wave tube 
and optical detection system) is described, while details of the natural gas experiments 
follow in section 4.3. 

4.2 Experimental set-up 

membrane 

V; valves 
SV split valve 
MP mixing pump 
6-V six-way valve 
C capillary tube 
GM gas flow meter 
GC gas cbromatograph 
LPS low pressure section 
HPS high pressure section 
PI< dynamic pressure (Kistler 603 B) 
Pd static pressure (Druck PDCR 200) 

PD photodiode 
PM photomultiplier 

Figure 4.3: Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up. 

4.2.1 The shock tube 

In figure 4.3 the shock tube is schematically drawn, together with some essential peripher
als, the role of which will he described insection 4.3. The shock tube, which has an inner 
diameter of 36 mm, consists of two sections: the high pressure section (HPS, length 1.26 
m) and the low pressure section (LPS, length 6.4 m). In the LPS alocal widening with a 
diameter of 41 mm is situated. The gasdynamic operation of the tube can be seen in the 
x-i-diagram of figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: x- t diagram of wave propagation in the shock tube with schematic tube contiguration 
and pressure versus time diagram. The dashed lines show the position of the local widening. D 
denotes the position of the diaphragm and cl, c2 indicate the widening and the constriction, 
respectively. 

Initially, the HPS and LPS are separated by a polyester membrane. In an experiment, 
at t = 0 the membrane bursts. An expansion wave travels from the membrane into the 
HPS, causing an expansion fan, while a shock wave travels into the LPS. When the front 
of the expansion wave arrives at point 0 at the end wall, it reflects and causes a rapid 
adiabatic drop of pressure and temperature. The pressure drop is stopped by the end of 
the expansion wave, after which the pressure remains constant fora short while. 

The shock wave, on the other hand, first partly reflects at cross section change C1 as 
a small expansion wave, that runs behind the first strong expansion wave and causes a 
second (smaller) decreasein pressure at point 0. This decreasein pressure and tempera
ture causes a state of high supersaturation. N ow, dropiets can be formed. Aft er a very 
short time interval, the reflection of the shock wave at the constriction C2 (a recompression 
wave) causes the pressure and temperature to increase at 0. Because we only want the 
dropiets to grow and no new dropiets to be formed, the supersaturation after the pressure 
dip is kept higher than unity, but smaller than the supersaturation in the dip. The first 
strong expansion wave also reflects at the cross section changes C1 and C2 as a compres
sion, foliowed by an expansion. These disturbances cause no problems, since the pressure 
remains larger than the plateau pressure. Hence, the supersaturation can not increase, and 
formation of new dropiets does not occur. 
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4.2.2 Optica! set-up 

The optical set-up, used for the detection of the droplets, is drawn in figure 4.5. An Argon
Ion laser (.X = 514.2 nm, power 200 mW) passes the tube through two small windows in 
the side wall, and illuminates the cloudof droplets. The windows are placed at about 5 
mm from the end wall. In this way, the velocity of the gas at the point of detection can he 
neglected during the experiments, whereas detection still takes place outside the thermal 
boundary layer at the end wall. To avoid interference in the laser beam by reflections 

M mirror 
~ GP glass plate 
..! PM photomultiplier 
-~ Lt.2.3 lenses 
.'k Du pbotooiodes 

d1,2 diaphragms 

Figure 4.5: Optica] set-up at the end wall of the HPS. 

at the window surfaces, the windows are coated with an anti-reflex coating on the outer 
surface and they are placed a little bit inclined (figure 4.6). Because the angle of incidence 
of the laser beam is 6°, the internal reflections of the beam at the windows are spatially 
separated in the tube. 

The photomultiplier PM (Hamamatsu 1P28A, red extended), in combination with a 
rectangular diaphragm d1 (11 mmx 2 mm) and a lens L1 (! = 10 cm), detects the scattered 
signal. The photodiode D2 measures the transmitted signal. After passage through the 
tube, the laser beam first travels through a diaphragm d2 , with diameter 3 mm, to avoid 
undesired detection of forward scattered light. The lens L2 , with a focallength of 30 cm, 
is placed to focus the laser beam on the detector. Then, the laser beam passes through 
a glass plate GP, which attenuates the laser beam to approximately 0.2% of the original 
intensity. This brings the intensity back into the range of detection of photodiode D2 . 

During an experiment, the pressure changes and therefore the density of the gas in 
the tube changes. At atmospheric pressure, the outcoming beam travels parallel with the 
incoming beam (figure 4.6). When the pressure and density in the tube increase, the 
refractive index of the gas increases according to 

m = 1 + K,p, 

with m : refractive index of the gas 
/'i, Gladstone-Dale constant (m3 kg-1

) 

p : density of the gas (kg m-3
). 
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Figure 4.6: Angle variation of the laser beam as a consequence of a varying density. At high 
pressures the refractive index of the gas in the tube m 2 does not equal the refractive index of the 
surrounding air. The laser beam refraction at the inner window surface differs Erom the refraction 
at the outer surface which results in an angular deviation <p. This deviation is doubled at the 
laser beam exit Erom the tube through the right hand window. 

This implies that, at higher pressures, the direction of the outcoming beam makes an angle 
2<.p with the direction of the incoming beam (figure 4.6). To avoid inaccuracies caused by 
this effect, another lens (L3 ) is placed in front of the detector D2 , which corrects for the 
angular deviation <.p. 

The detector D1 measures the initial intensity of the laser beam. This signal is used 
as a reference signal to eliminate disturbances due to environmental noise. The use of the 
set-up for droplet sizing and counting is discussed in more detail in section 4.3.3. 

4.3 Natura! gas measurements 

4.3.1 Preparation stage 

In order to investigate the influence of the gas cylinder material on the nucleation behaviour 
(intensively related, of course, to the heavy hydrocarbon content) we stuclied three different 
types of gas cylinders, all containing Groningen Natural Gas (GNG): AGA Standaard Staal, 
AGA Aluminium and Scott Specialty Gases. 

Each cylinder contains approximately 65 bar of GNG. To bring GNG into the shock 
tube, which is at atmospheric pressure before the experiment, it must not be expanded 
from 65 bar to 1 bar. In that case, due to the large expansion, preliminary condensation 
could occur. To prevent this, the tube itself must initially be at a pressure of about 65 
bar. U se is made of dry nitrogen gas: first, nitrogen is brought into the HPS at a pressure, 
a little below the GNG cylinder pressure. Then, the nitrogen must be pushed out of the 
HPS by the GNG. Finally, the HPS must be flushed several times with GNG to assure 
that possible adsorption effects of heavier hydrocarbons are already in equilibrium when 
the experiment starts. To determine a good procedure for this flushing, the following 
experiment is performed. 

First, 15 bar metharre is brought into the HPS (figure 4.3). The valves V5 and V6 are 
closed and the valves V1 to V4 are open. Then the total volume of the HPS (1.89 1) is 
flushed once with nitrogen: valve V3 is closed, V5 is opened and the needie valve (which 
takes care of pressure reduction) is opened in such a way, that the overpressure in the gas 
flow meter does not exceed 0.1 bar. 
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The gas flow meter measures the atmospherie volume of the gas passed through it. So, 
when the total volume of the HPS at 15 bar has to he flushed onee, 28 liters must pass 
through the gas meter at atmospherie eonditions. Then, the eomposition of the gas is 
measured with the gas ehromatograph by taking the average metharre peak-area of a few 
samples. It is seen that not all of the metharre is expelled by the nitrogen, but a mixture 
of metharre and nitrogen is formed. Onee again, the total volume is flushed with nitrogen. 
After this flush we get a new mixture, with a smaller metharre fraetion, whieh we ean 
observe by means of GC measurements. This flushing is dorre onee more. While taking 
samples, we observed that applyip.g the mixing pump had no influenee on the peak-area. 
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Figure 4. 7: Methane peak-area versus number of flushes. 

In figure 4.7 the results of these experiments are presented. Note that, after flushing 
three times, the peak-area has deereased to a very small fraetion of the initial value. We 
have thus proven experimentally, that it is suilleient to flush three times. Moreover, during 
nucleation experiments, we did not use the mixing pump. This even improves the purity 
of the GNG at the end wallafter flushing, for geometrie reasons. 

4.3.2 N ucleation - experimental procedure 

lnitially, it is not known at whieh state (pressure and temperature) the GNG will eondense. 
This nucleation point depends on the initial pressures in the HPS and the LPS. The faet 
that the initial pressure in the HPS deereases in subsequent experiments, due to the limited 
volume available in the eylinders, makes the determination of the nucleation point diffieult. 

To determine this point, the gas is subjeeted to a very large expansion, so that there 
will eertainly he nucleation. Although very many dropiets are formed ( too many to eount 
them) it ean beseen at whieh pressure the nucleation starts. lnitially, the eylinders eontain 
65 bar of GNG. The HPS is brought to a pressure just below 65 bar with nitrogen. The 
LPS is brought to 20 bar with a mixture of metharre and nitrogen, with a ratio that equals 
the ratio of these two eomponents in GNG. Then, the nitrogen is flushed with GNG three 
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times. After flushing, the HPS remains at 62.5 bar GNG, which is the initial experimental 
pressure, p0 . 

The experiment is executed and the pressure at which nucleation takes place, Pcond, 
is determined. The onset temperature of condensation is mainly determined by the ratio 
Pcond/Po and To. Therefore, in the next experiment, we try to situate the pressure in the 
dip (see section 4.2.1) in such a manner, that the equality 

(
Pdip,2) = (Pcond,l) 
Po,2 Po,1 

(4.2) 

holds. Since the desired pressure in the LPS, PL, can not straightforwardly be calculated 
from Pdip and p0 , a few trial-and-error experiments are required to achieve the proper PL/Po 
ratio. 

As the experiments proceed, the available pressure in the cylinders ( determining p0 ) 

continuously decreases. Hence, the totaJ pressure during nucleation decreases. This results 
in a different nucleation behaviour, causing a need to shift to lower temperatures. An 
illustration of this effect can already be deduced from the slope of the onset point curves 
in figure 1.1. Experimentally, the ratio Pdiv/Po is therefore slightly corrected whenever the 
nucleation ra te becomes too low. In this way, we are able to "keep track" of a broader 
band of iso-nucleation curves, determined by the range of detectable nucleation rates of 
our set-up. 

During an experiment, four signals are recorded: the pressure at the end wall, the 90° 
scattered intensity, the extinction signal and the reference signal (see subsection 4.2.2). 
Use is made of a LeCroy 6810 wavefarm recorder and accompanying software. 

4.3.3 Determination of the nucleation rate 

To measure the droplet radius we use the Mie-theory [21]. This theory gives a relation 
between scattering intensity I scat and dimensionless droplet radius a ( =27rr d/ À), with the 
scattering angle and the droplet refraction index as parameters. A theoretica! 90° Mie 
scattering pattem is presented in :figure 4.8. The intensity shows maxima and minima 
as the scattering dropiets grow. The shape of these maxima, called Mie-peaks, and the 
rate at which they follow each other depend strongly on the scattering angle. In the 
expansion tube the observation section is located near the end wall of the HPS. It is 
therefore straightforward to choose a detection angle of 90°. Furthermore, a scattering 
angle of 90° has the advantage of a large number of Mie-peaks per unit of droplet radius. 

The index of refraction of the liquid dropiets is estimated to equal that of typical heavy 
hydrocarbons, i.e. m :::::::: 1.40. 

In figure 4.8, the maxima and minima are numbered. These typical points of reference 
can be recognised easily when a measured scattered intensity is plotted as a function 
of the square root of time elapsed after the nucleation pulse (figure 4.9). By mapping 
the theoretica! and experimental Mie patterns tagether, each marked droplet size can be 
assigned uniquely to a point in time, thus creating a droplet growth curve as a function of 
time. 

The energy of the scattered light (:figure 4.5) is, because of the conservation of en
ergy, withdrawn from the incident beam. The transmitted light beam will therefore be 
attenuated according to the law of Lambert-Beer: 
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Figure 4.8: Theoretica] Mie-pattern. The refractive index m = 1.395 corresponds to n-octane. 
The charaderistic maxima and minima are numbered. 
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Figure 4.9: Experimental 900 Mie-pattern of n-octane. The numbers match the peak and valley 
numbers of ligure 4.8. 

I= I0 exp(-(3L), 

with I : intensity of the transmitted light beam (V) 
I0 : initial intensity (V) 
(3 : extinction coefficient ( m -l) 
L : path length through the droplet cl oud ( m). 

(4.3) 

The extinction coefficient can be derived from the Mie theory; for a monodispersed cloud 
it reads 

with nd 

rd 

Qext : 
a 
m 

(3 = nd7lT~Qext(a, m), 

concentration of the dropiets (m-3 ) 

droplet radius (m) 
extinction efficiency, a known function of a and m (see Appendix B) 
dimensionless droplet radius ( =27rr d/ .À) 
refractive index of the liquid droplets. 
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When I is measured, f3 can be determined from equation (4.3). Using the Mie-theory, rd 

can be determined as a function of time, and so nd can be calculated from equation ( 4.4). 
The nucleation rate is determined from 

J = nd 
6.t' 

where !:1t is the duration of the nucleation pulse. 

( 4.5) 

Wh en the dropiets grow, they are all of approximately the same age; so the droplet 
concentration is constant and so is the nucleation rate derived from 4.5. The equality of nd 

for each Mie-peak thus provides a check for the validity of the nucleation pulse procedure. 

4.3.4 Thermadynamie state 

The static pressure before the expansion is measured by means of a Druck PDCR200 
transducer. The pressure during the expansion and the subsequent observation time is 
recorded using a Kistier 603B transducer. 

The initial temperature T0 is measured with a thermocouple (Keithley 871A) inthermal 
contact with the wallof the HPS. lt is assumed that the wall temperature equals the initial 
gas temperature inside the HPS. The temperature during the experiment is calculated 
under the assumption that the changes of the thermadynamie state are adiabatic in the 
core of the shock tube: 

T ( p )Cl 
To = Po 

( 4.6) 

In case of anideal gas, for example helium, expression 4.6 is an isentropic relation where a 
is given by a = '~'- 1 , with 1 the ratio of speci:fic heats: 1 = ::.e.. In the case of natural gas, 

'")' ~ 

expression 4.6 becomes more complex. To calculate the experimental temperature, we use 
the program FYSCAL from Gasunie. This program first calculates the initial entropy S 
as a function of p0 and T0 • The temperature in the dip is obtained by solving the entropy 
equation at the same value of total entropy but at the prevailing pressure in the dip, so: 

( 4.7) 

The equation of state used to calculate the entropy is of the Lee-Kesler type (see refer
ence [22), p103). 
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Chapter 5 

Results and discussion 

5.1 Introduetion 

In the previous chapter we discussed the experimental techniques applied to measure ho
mogeneous nucleation rates and droplet growth rates in a (nucleation) pulse-expansion 
wave tube. This chapter deals with the results obtained from measurements on natural 
gas. As indicated in subsection 4.3.2, four signals are reearcled during an experiment. In 
the :first section of this chapter, three of them will be shown for a typical experiment. The 
scattering and extinction signals will he compared with theoretica! ones. 

Next, the measured nucleation rates of Groningen Natural Gas, taken from the various 
types of gas starage cylinders will be compared. To calculate the nucleation rates theoret
ically, the effective-medium approach (see section 3.4) can be applied. Application of this 
theory to the present nucleation data will he discussed in section 5.4. Finally, the experi
mental droplet growth rates will be presented as fundions of pressure and temperature. 

5.2 A typical experiment 
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Figure 5.1: An experimental pressure history at the end wall of the HPS. The initia/ pressure is 
41.9 bar, the pressure in the dip appears to be 15.9 bar. 
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A typical pressure history at the end wall of the HPS is shown in figure 5.1. The initia! 
HPS pressure is 41.9 bar and the initia! LPS pressure is 18.0 bar. After 3.8 ms the first 
expansion reaches the observation point. The reflection of the shock wave at the widening 
results in the nucleation pulse, starting at t = 6.4 ms. The pressure in this nucleation dip, 
Pcond, is 15.9 bar. The bump in the pressure at t = 11.8 ms is caused by the reflection of 
the first expansion wave at the widening. After 20 ms the plateau pressure establishes and 
equals 18.6 bar. At t = 31.1 ms the shock wave, which has reflected at the endwallof the 
LPS, returns at the HPS end wall. 

The scattered light signa! and the theoretica! Mie-pattem of n-nonane are plotted in 
figure 5.2. Since the index of refraction of the liquid dropiets is not exactly known, we 
choose to compare with n-nonane (m = 1.405): alkanes between C8 and C10 are probably 
the most important constituentsof the liquid phase formed [19). 

The droplet radius is determined as a function of time, by camparing the measured 
peak positions with the theoretica! ones, as explained in subsection 4.3.3. After 31.1 ms 
the shock wave stops the condensation process. The existing dropiets start to evaporate, 
due to the temperature increase after the shock wave. Consequently, the scattered signa! 
shows the Mie-pattem in reverse direction (not all the reversed Mie-peaks are recorded). 
Here, the increased droplet density caused by the compression, enlarges the signa! as a 
whole. Therefore, the extrema after the shock have higher values. 
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Figure 5.2: Theoretica] Mie-pattern of n-nonane draplets (a) and experimental scattering signa] 
of natura] gas (b). Corresponding peaks and valleys are numbered. At t = 0.0311 seconds, the 
shock miJeetion ends the experiment. 

In figure 5.3 the square of the droplet radius for this experiment is plotted as a function 
of time. From this figure, it can be seen that the dropiets start to grow at approximately 
0.007 seconds. This is in agreement with the pressure history of figure 5.1. The charader
istic pressure dip (subsection 4.2.1) in which the dropiets are formed is indeed at t = 0.007 
seconds. 

The intensity of the transmitted signal is plotted in figure 5.4, together with the the
oretica! plot for n-nonane. The shock reflection causes the transmitted signa! to decrease 
suddenly (t = 0.0311 s) since the droplet concentration is immediately increased by the 
returning shock wave. The signa! in figure 5.4 is a representative signa!. In some cases the 
droplet concentration is higher, so there is more attenuation and the signal-to-noise ratio 
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Figure 5.3: The square of the droplet radius as a function of time. 

is better. In other cases the concentration is much lower, resulting in less attenuation of 
the transmitted beam. The S/N ratiosin these experiments are much lower. However, the 
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Figure 5.4: The transmitted intensity, according to the Mie theory (a) and the experimental 
transmission signa/ (b). 

droplet concentration can be determined, even if the S/N ratio of the transmitted signal 
is extremely low, provided that the scattered light signal has well defined peaks. This can 
be clone by camparing the absolute heights of the Mie-peaks to the peaks in a reference 
experiment. The ratio of the intensity of the highest detectable peak to that of the refer
ence peak is taken and multiplied by the droplet concentration in the reference experiment. 
Aftera correction, due to the intensity of the incident beam, which differs slightly from one 
experiment to another, the droplet concentration is obtained for the other experiments. 
An important condition for this method to he valid is that the alignment of the optical 
set-up remains unchanged. 

From equations (4.3) and (4.4) the droplet concentration nd can be determined. For 
this typical experiment the calculated droplet concentration is plotted as a fundion of time 
in figure 5.5. In this figure, the concentrations belonging to the first three Mie peaks differ 
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Figure 5.5: Droplet concentration as a function of time. 

from the others. This can be explained by comparing the theoretica! and experimental 
extinction intensities (figure 5.4). The experimental signal starts to decrease at t = 0.004 
seconds. At this time there are not yet dropiets present, according to figure 5.3. From 
equation ( 4.4) we can see that the extinction coefficient {3 should be zero and there would 
be no extinction. Yet, the experimental transmitted intensity starts to decrease at this 
time, so the experimental {3 is too large and this explains the high deviation in droplet 
concentration of the first three measured points. For the higher Mie-peaks, the absolute 
intensity decrease is so large that the influence of the noise fluctuations on {3 is negligible. 
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5.3 Experimental nucleation rates 

When the droplet concentration is known, the nucleation rate can he determined from 
equation ( 4.5). A typical duration of the nucleation pulse !:l.t is 0.4 ms. In figure 5.6 the 
experimental nucleation rates are presented for each gas cylinder type. The results are 
grouped in intervals of nucleation tates. 
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Figure 5.6: Experimental nucleation rates of Groningen Natura] Gas, taken from various cylinders: 
a) AGA Aluminium, b) AGA Standaard Staal and c) Scott Specialty Gases. In d) the nucleation 
rates of GNG per cylinder type are indicated with the same marker. 

Although comparison is not easy, we may try to get a meaningful interpretation of 
the nucleation data. When we compare the nucleation rates for the gases, taken from 
the various cylinders (figure 5.6d), we can say that the data for AGA Aluminium (AA) 
and for AGA Standaard Staal (ASS) do not differ significantly. On the other hand, by 
comparison of these two cylinders with Scott Specialty Gases (SSG), it can he seen that 
the nucleation rates are slightly shifted towards higher condensation temperatures. This 
means that, in case of SSG cylinders, higher nucleation rates are ohtained than in case of 
AA and ASS, for the same Pcond and Tcand· In its turn, this might he an indication that 
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the heavy hydracarbon content of the SSG cylindersis slightly higher, due to reduced wall 
adsorption. The significanee of this conclusion, however, is somewhat doubtful due to the 
scatter in the experimental data. 

When we plot the experimental nucleation rates in a p - T phase diagram for an n
octane/methane mixture with an octane fraction of 5 ·10-4

, we can see that our nucleation 
rates quantitatively fit the behaviour of theoretica! nucleation rates of n-octanejmethane 
( see figure 5. 7). This result demonstrates the validity of the use of binary systems to model 
natural gas condensation. 
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Figure 5.7: p- T diagram with theoretica] lines of constant nucleation rate for methane with 
molar fraction n-octane y1 = 5 · 10-4 . The labels denote the nucleation rate in m-3s-1 . The 
present experimental nucleation rates arealso indicated. 

5.4 Comparison to nucleation theory 

In order to compare the experimental results with nucleation theory, only the effective
medium approach of Kalikmanov and Van Dongen [19] can be applied. It is important to 
know which of the components gives the major contribution to the nucleation behaviour. 
To answer this question, use is made of the partial effective supersaturation sxeq, where 
xeq is the equilibrium liquid fraction. To calculate the nucleation rates, an effective super
saturation is defined: 

n 

S = rr S[ieq (5.1) 
i=l 

where Si = ~is the partial supersaturation for component i. From this equation it follows 
Y; 

that the composition of the GNG must be known as well as the equilibrium composition 
at the nucleation conditions. The program of NIST (National lnstitute of Standards and 
Technology, [23]) performs calculations of the equilibrium vapour fraction Y? and the 
equilibrium liquid fraction x~q for every component, for certain values of Tcond, Pcond and 
the non-equilibrium vapour fraction Yi· Unfortunately, we only know the concentrations of 
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the components up to octane1 . Yet, wetried to do model calculations with the natural gas 
stuclied by Muitjens et al. [2], for which the composition data are available. However, NIST 
is only capable of calculations with components for which only one is below its tripelpoint. 
That means that in our case S can only he determined concerning hydrocarbons up to 
decane. In figure 5.8 the supersaturations Si, the partial effective supersaturation Sf'eq 
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Figure 5.8: Model parameters for GNG at T=230 K and p=15 bar. Sis the partial supersatura
tion, xeq is the equilibrium liquid fraction and sxeq is the partial effective supersaturation. 

and the equilibrium liquid fractions x~q are presented. Hydrocarbons higher than decarre 
are not taken into account is these calculations. According to equation (5.1) the effective 
supersaturation is 7.88. In this case the nucleation rate J is 0.85 · 10-4 m-3s- 1

• The 
J-value, calculated in this way, differs a factor 1018 from the experiments. This means we 
may not neglect the higher hydrocarbons, which can already be deduced from figure 5.8: 
hydrocarbons above C10 could easily increase S with a factor 1.5 or more. This would 
enormously increase the theoretica! nucleation rate J, bringing it closer to the experimental 
results. 

5.5 Experimental growth rates 

In figure 5.9 the experimental droplet growth rates are presented as functions of the con
densation conditions Tcond and Pcond· From this figure, it can be seen that the behaviour 
of the growth rate with temperature and pressure is similar. This can easily be explained 
by figure 5.6: globally, Pcond increases with Tcond in our experiments. Because it is very 
complicated to explain the decrease of~: with increasing Tcond fora multicomponent sys
tem, we consider the growth rate for one component. In general, the droplet growth rate 
for one component at high pressures is determined by 

dr
2 

D p ( eq) 
dt = 2 PI Y1 - Y1 ' (5.2) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient, p is the total gas density, p1 is the liquid density, y1 is 
the vapour fraction and y~q is the equilibrium vapour fraction. The diffusion coeffi.cient D 

1The amount of higher hydrocarbons is currently being analysed by Gasunie N.V. 
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Figure 5.9: Droplet growth rates as functions ofTcond (a), and Pcond (b). 

is proportional to (p)- 1 and to TL75 , so the product D ·pand therefore the droplet growth 
rate, should increase with TL75 whenever y1 >> y~q. Because '!i't2 

decreases with increasing 
T, the explanation has to he found in the vapour fractions. At higher temperatures, the 
vapour fraction y1 approaches the equilibrium vapour fraction Y7q, so the factor (Yl - y~q) 
decreases with increasing temperature, and so does the droplet growth rate. 

Although equation (5.2) is valid for one component, the droplet growth rate for natural 
gas also decreases with temperature (figure 5.9a). Most probably, similar arguments hold 
for this decrease. The pressure trend in figure 5.9b is therefore no physical effect on its 
own: it is caused by the correlation of Tcond and Pcond in our experiments. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

This study has concerned the processes of nucleation and droplet growth in Groningen Nat
ural Gas (GNG). The experiments were performed using GNG, taken from three different 
types of gas cylinders: AGA Aluminium (AA), AGA Standaard Staal (ASS) and Scott 
Specialty Gases (SSG). The nucleation pulse-expansion wave tube method has turned out 
to be a good means to determine nucleation and droplet growth rates. Although natural 
gas is a very complicated mixture of chemical components, it proved to be possible to 
execute quantitative measurements. 

The growth rates can well be determined and are nearly constant for each experiment, 
when expressed in terms of dr2 jdt. However, some cases deal with vapour depletion, so 
that the droplet growth rate decreases during the experiment. Because the equilibrium 
vapour fraction increases with T, the droplet growth ra te decreases with increasing T. 

By comparison of the nucleation rates of GNG, taken from the three cylinder types, it 
can be seen that, in case of SSG, slightly higher nucleation rates are obtained. From this 
we may conclude that the heavy hydracarbon content in the SSG cylinder differs from the 
AA and the ASS cylinder. This might be an indication of reduced wall adsorption when 
using SSG cylinders. A quantitative comparison to nucleation theories has not yet been 
possible, since composition data of the GNG is not yet available at the time. 

In order to model the nucleation behaviour of natural gas, the binary mixtures n

octane and n-nonane are also stuclied in the group Gasdynamics. To get a meaningful 
interpretation of these experiments, the molar fractions of the heavy component must 
be known. These fractions are determined by means of a gas chromatograph ( GC). To 
calibrate the GC for high pressure use, which was part of this work, two methods were 
applied: the (nonane) vapour pressure method and a calibration using certified calibration 
gases. With the exception of low vapour pressures, i.e. 50 Pa, the first method gives 
no satisfactory calibration, due to severe wall adsorption. The results acquired with the 
certified gases, yield a linear relation between detector peak-area and mass concentration, 
so this method is found to be a good means to perform a GC calibration at high pressure. 

Wh en the experiment al nucleation rates of G N G are plotted in a p-T diagram, together 
with theoretica! results for the binary model systems used, it is observed that the latter do 
indeed show similar nucleation behaviour. This makes these model systems very valuable, 
since their nucleation behaviour can be stuclied more quantitatively, using the high pressure 
gas analysis method presented in this work. 
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Appendix A 

The Poynting effect 

Consicier a gas mixture of an ideal vapour and an inert gas to he in equilibrium with a 
flat plane of liquid, consisting of only the vapour component. The chemical potential fl 8 of 
the vapour component in the gas phase is unaffected by the preserree of the gas-component 
since there is no mutual interaction. It can therefore he expressed as 

(A.l) 

where pg is the saturated vapour pressure of the pure component. 
The liquid is in mechanica! equilibrium with the gas mixture above it and therefore 

the total pressure is the same in both phases (p1 = p). The liquid formed is in general 
considered to he incompressible. Therefore, the chemical potential of the liquid can he 
written as 

(A.2) 

For a pure vapour the second term on the right-hand side of equation (A.2) is zero. How
ever, for a mixture of a vapour component and an inert gas it is not negligible. The 
saturated vapour pressure as a function of pand T follows from the equality of the chem
ica! potentials in both phases and yields: 

so 

V~(p- pg) = RTlnps, 
Pó 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

In figure A.l the ratio of p8 (p, T) and p0(T) is shown for n-nonane and water as a 
function of the pressure of an inert second component at 295 K. It is clear that for n
nonane the actual partial vapour pressure at 80 bar is about 1.8 times as large as the 
saturated vapour pressure of the pure vapour. For water this is a factor 1.06 at 80 bar. 
This phenomenon is known in the literature as the Poynting or Kelvin-Thomson effect. 
The difference between the two components is related to the difference in molar volume: 

V~,nonane ~ 9V~,water· 
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Figure A.l: The equilibrium partial vapour pressures of water (H20) and n-nonane (GgH2oJ rel
ative to the pure equilibium vapour pressure at T=295 K as functions of total pressure according 
to the Poynting effect. 
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Appendix C 

Tables of experimental data 

This appendix contains a list of the experimental data concerning the nucleation experi
ments on GNG. In these tables are listed for each experiment: the experiment number, the 
initial pressure p0 , the condensation pressure Pcond, the initial temperature T0 , the initial 
pressure in the LPS PL, the platteau pressure Pplat, the ratio of Po and PL, the condensation 
temperature Tcond, the nucleation rate J and the droplet growth rate dr2 Jdt. When no 
value of the growth rate is specified, this means that the scattered signal does not have 
any peaks or too few to determine a growth rate. In case of the >-signs the experiments 
dealt with vapour depletion. 
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Results cylinders 2877, 6179 en 6199, 
AGA Aluminium 

exp Po(bar) Pcond(bar) To(K) PL(bar) pplot(bar) Tcond(K) J(m·3s-1) 

202 59.51 23.97 294.85 27.07 28.08 233.14 8.5 ·1017 

203 55.34 22.82 294.45 25.69 26.67 234.45 1.3·1016 

204 53.28 21.82 294.45 24.62 25.33 234.15 6.0·1014 

205 51.04 21.18 294.75 23.66 24.44 237.02 6.0·1013 

206 49.07 20.69 294.35 22.48 23.53 236.08 8.0·1014 

208 45.17 17.85 294.35 19.39 20.29 232.39 1.0·1016 

211 38.76 14.39 294.85 16.40 16.88 229.53 4.0·10 15 

212 37.23 14.45 294.25 15.64 16.43 231.75 8.0·10 13 

213 35.80 12.14 294.45 13.66 14.22 224.14 4.5·1016 

214 34.47 11.67 294.55 13.08 13.57 224.23 1.5 ·1016 

215 33.22 11.07 294.65 12.54 13.14 223.50 5.0·1016 

216 31.53 10.88 294.15 12.02 12.61 225.22 2.5·1015 

217 30.31 10.55 294.35 11.38 12.19 225.97 3.0·1016 

218 29.04 10.15 294.45 10.84 11.30 226.39 7.0·1014 

219 28.01 9.27 294.55 10.42 10.97 223.43 2.5 ·1015 

220 26.89 8.87 293.75 10.00 10.57 222.68 2.0·1015 

221 25.77 8.79 293.85 9.57 10.18 224.75 1.5 ·1015 

222 24.75 8.52 293.95 9.15 9.66 225.44 5.0·1013 

223 23.78 7.72 294.15 8.72 9.07 222.35 1.5 ·1015 

224 21.96 7.26 294.25 7.97 7.98 223.61 2.5·1015 

225 20.25 6.65 294.45 7.32 7.71 223.53 7.0·1014 
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drldt(l(}12 m2/s) 

18.40 

21.76 

19.05 

20.92 

23.28 

26.52 

24.80 

22.22 

21.70 

25.42 

23.39 

25.30 

24.66 



Results cylinders 335439, 341554 en 353092, 
A GA Standaard Staal 

exp Po(bar) Pcond(bar) T0(K) PL(bar) pp~a~(bar) Tcond(K) J(m-3s-1) dr/dt(lo-12 m2/s) 

304 52.9 21.51 294.25 23.88 24.67 233.60 2.0·1016 

305 50.8 20.22 294.25 22.92 23.95 232.36 3.0·1015 ;::14.65 

306 49.0 19.79 294.65 21.96 22.81 233.77 6.0·1015 ;::: 16.56 

307 47.0 18.77 294.55 21.11 21.76 233.06 5.0·1015 18.06 

308 45.2 17.97 294.15 20.25 21.09 233.59 6.0·1014 ;::14.60 

309 43.5 16.72 294.15 18.65 19.34 230.74 1.0·1016 20.28 

310 41.9 15.95 294.35 18.01 18.63 230.35 3.5·1015 16.35 

311 40.4 15.12 294.55 17.26 17.89 229.68 1.5 ·1014 > 13.02 

312 38.8 14.79 294.65 16.30 16.99 230.85 8.0·1014 19.21 

315 33.3 11.61 294.35 13.30 13.89 225.89 2.5·1016 21.66 

316 32.0 11.26 294.25 12.77 13.39 226.37 5.0·1015 ;::21.06 

317 30.7 10.78 294.55 12.13 12.59 226.53 1.0·1015 21.15 

318 29.5 10.11 294.55 11.49 12.04 225.31 2.5·10 15 21.68 

319 28.3 9.46 294.55 10.74 11.21 223.89 8.0·10 15 22.55 

320 27.2 8.98 294.25 10.10 10.63 223.09 2.0·1016 23.34 

321 26.2 8.77 294.55 9.67 10.22 224.33 2.0·10 15 >22.82 

322 25.1 8.07 293.75 9.02 9.64 221.49 2.0·1016 23.93 

323 24.2 7.80 294.65 8.60 9.10 222.32 2.0·1016 23.30 
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Results cylinders 5900158, 5900239 en 5900459, 
Scott Specialty Gases 

exp Po(bar) Pcond(bar) To(0 C) PL(bar) pplat(bar) Tcond(K) J(m-Js-1) dr/dt(lo-12 m%) 

404 52.27 22.24 294.85 25.04 25.69 236.88 8.0·1013 > 11.85 

405 50.22 21.00 294.65 23.55 24.27 235.76 6.0·1014 ~13.98 

406 48.26 20.11 294.95 22.16 23.11 235.92 6.0·1014 ~ 15.90 

407 46.10 18.88 294.15 21.00 21.79 234.31 2.5 ·1015 18.47 

408 44.34 17.91 294.15 20.15 20.76 233.58 8.0·1014 ~15.07 

409 42.61 16.45 294.25 18.44 19.29 231.07 1.5·1016 17.92 

410 40.98 15.55 294.35 17.58 18.36 230.24 4.0·1016 

411 39.40 15.46 294.55 16.83 17.53 232.50 6.0·1014 17.71 

412 37.67 14.75 294.45 16.09 16.63 232.41 1.0·1015 19.26 

413 36.09 13.84 294.45 15.34 15.92 231.28 4.0·1014 17.92 

414 34.75 13.39 294.55 14.70 15.29 231.74 3.5·1014 18.79 

415 33.38 12.90 294.55 13.95 14.34 232.01 9.0·10 13 19.53 

416 32.15 11.69 294.55 13.20 13.69 228.52 3.5 ·1014 > 15.96 

417 29.07 10.52 294.25 11.81 12.44 228.22 1.0·1015 ~ 19.79 

418 27.85 9.31 294.25 10.32 10.88 223.76 7.0·1016 

419 26.79 8.96 294.35 9.89 10.44 223.95 6.0·1016 

420 25.74 8.54 294.45 9.57 10.00 223.66 6.0·10 16 

421 24.70 8.35 294.55 9.36 9.74 224.89 1.0·1016 ~ 19.95 

422 23.67 7.96 294.55 8.72 9.22 224.68 1.0·1016 20.44 
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